
FLEX PIGMENT
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FLEX was created with the goal of making colour
printing for small batches of packaging more 
accessible than ever before. FLEX Pigment is the 
ideal solution for printing on paper, cardboard and 
wood.

Single-pass inkjet technology offers various 
advantages:

• Colour printing at 1200 dpi
• Print speeds up to 27 m/min
• Elimination of plates and screens
• Printing on different types of materials with no 

ink setup
• Low-migration, odour-free, instant-drying and 

water-resistant ink
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Features
Dimensions 2930mm x 1600mm x 1840mm (h)

Weight 450 Kg

Power Consumption 3 kW

Power Supply 230V AC - 50Hz

Operating Conditions Temperature from 15° to 30° with Humidity from 20% to 80% (non-condensing)

Storage Conditions Temperature from 5°C to 50°C with humidity up to 85%.

Printing Technology

Technology Inkjet single-pass

Ink Pigmented water based inks

Resolutions Up to 1200 dpi

Print Speed Up to 27 mt/min

Print Width 297mm

User Interface Touchscreen 15,6'

Software RIP PRO Included

Conveying System Electric motorised belt lifting system. Equipped with a set of 3 laser indicators for quick positioning of the substrate to be printed.

Unloading System Manually adjustable outfeed product tray, fixed to the main belt of the machine with magnetic guides.

Consumables

Cartridge Cyan 238ml / Magenta 233ml / Yellow 225ml / Black 498ml

Maintenance Cartridge Replaceable Service Tray

Materials

Width (max) 900 mm

Height (max) 350 mm

Substrate Uncoated ink-absorbent surfaces: Paper, Cardboard and Wood
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Dimensions



High Productivity
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Single-pass inkjet technology up to 27 m/min
Single-pass inkjet technology allows single-
pass colour printing at a maximum speed of 27 
m/min.

No machine and ink setup
All that the operator has to do is:
• Load the image onto FLEX from their 

computer
• Centre the image horizontally and vertically 

on the media
• Run the print job and feed



Print Quality
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High-resolution colour printing over 297 
mm width
The HP PageWide printhead allows you 
to print colour graphics at a resolution of 
1200 dpi with a printing width of 297 mm.

Water-based pigment inks
As well as their excellent coverage, 
water-based pigment inks offer high 
levels of performance in terms of UV and 
water resistance.
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Versatility
A printing solution for different materials 
and sizes
FLEX can print with high quality on all ink-
absorbent materials such as Paper 
Cardboard and Wood. No Ink Setup is 
required.

Ideal for printing on Boxes, both flat and 
assembled
The belt is designed to efficiently transport 
products up to 900mm wide and a 
maximum thickness of 350mm.

Advanced Unloading System
Setting up the discharge chute to collect 
printed applications has never been easier. 
Magnetic stops and the chute adjustment 
system give the operator maximum 
freedom of adjustment.
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User Interface
Intuitive interface
The interface is extremely intuitive and able 
to facilitate the operation of the employee 
in everyday activities.

Complete Activity Tracking
FLEX displays all major job metrics such as 
consumption and cost per print.

Ready for Remote Assistance
The operator can enjoy remote assistance 
from SMARTJET Support for the maximum 
speed of intervention.
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High Precision Conveying System

Electric Height Adjustment System
The conveyor height adjustment has never 
been faster. The new electric system with 
digital height indicator allows the operator to 
set the right height of the conveyor in seconds.

Guide system for precise positioning of the 
media during feeding
The high precision guide system helps the 
operator to position neutral applications in 
order to have always centered prints.

Laser Guides
Laser pointers indicate the size of the print head 
and allow immediate centering of the media.
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High Reliability and Low TCO
Low Initial Investment
An entry-level single pass inkjet system

Reduced Spare Parts Cost
Even though it's an inkjet system, FLEX is extremely easy to 
maintain and therefore economical compared to other 
printers. 

Maintenance performed by the operator
The simplicity of FLEX allows the operator to perform all 
routine maintenance of the system, without the intervention 
of SMARTJET Assistance.

Rugged construction
The system is designed for intensive use with minimal 
downtime.

Easy to Maintain
The procedures for replacing heads and inks are designed to be easily performed by even moderately skilled operators.
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At SMARTJET we don't see FLEX as a single product, 
but as a system of products. Our printers can be 
supplemented with additional modules that expand 
the operational capabilities of the system.

SMART FEEDER is the loading module designed for 
FLEX. Placed on a specially designed trolley, it can be 
connected to the friction loader according to specific 
application needs.

The Additional Conveyor belt is specifically  
designed for integration with FLEX, the belt allows 
the conveyor belt to be extended in the post-press 
phase. It is available with both manual and electric 
height adjustment.

More than a printer



Products (1/4)
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FLEX is designed for printing packaging in absorbent materials such as: Wood, Paper and Cardboard.
Since the inks are water-based and low migration but NOT for food contact, it is necessary that the print is NEVER in direct 
contact with food but that there is a functional barrier between.

The applications identified can be divided into 6 macro categories

Food Packaging E-Commerce 
Packaging 

Wood Packaging Mailing and Office Paper Bags Ho.Re.Ca.

• Pizza Box
• Cake Box
• Ice-cream

container
• Food Box
• Soup container

• Bottles
cardboard boxes

• Books 
• Products
• Archive and 

removal
cardboard boxes

• Postal Cardboard
boxes

• Wine & Liquor
• Cigars
• Accecories
• Other Products

• Envelopes
• Mailing Bags
• Cardboard

envelops

• Paper carrier 
bags

• Cotton Bags

• Paper tablemat
• Cup holder
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Products
Material and Work Environment Recommendations
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It is essential that the customer understands the following recommendations before the purchase is concluded, 
so that the product supplied actually meets the customer's expectations.

• Materials must have an absorbent surface

• The materials must be light in color: the absence of white color means that the color rendering of the printed 
colors is affected by the color of the material being printed on.

• The printing surface that passes under the printhead must be as flat as possible. This makes it possible to:
• Achieve maximum print quality
• Protect the printhead from being damaged or contaminated by the material of the application to be 

printed

• The material to be printed must be clean and free from dust. The level of cleanliness of the substrate 
significantly affects Print Quality and Printhead life.

• The media should NOT touch the printhead.

• Install the printer in a clean environment: If possible, place the printer away or in a separate environment 
from the production area or other dust-producing machinery. Dust from the environment may damage the 
print head and reduce its life.



Products
Graphic Recommendations
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It is essential that the customer understands the following 
recommendations before the purchase is concluded, so that the 
product supplied actually meets the customer's expectations.

• Printing large full fields is not ideal for single pass printing. 
Even a temporary blockage of a nozzle or row of nozzles 
causes a defect on the print which is more visible when 
printing full fields.

• It is better to use inkjet printing for high value-added content. 
Considering the high cost of ink, it is advisable to print the 
most characterful image content. In order to have impactful 
content at a reasonable cost, it is advisable not to print the 
background of the subjects but to shape them. Some 
examples to the side.

• We recommend printing images, text and graphics in colours
similar to the samples shown here.

Impatto simile, costo MOLTO diverso



Products
Recommendations for Carrier Bags
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It is important that customers who intend to use the 
machine to print on Paper Carrier Bags are aware of 
what conditions are required to get the best quality 
print:

• Flat surface: we know that sometimes bags are 
often corrugated, in these cases it is necessary 
that they are as flat as possible in order to 
guarantee the quality of the print.

• The ideal area to print is between the handle 
attachment and the fold (Green). It is also 
possible to print in the yellow area, but there is a 
risk that the bag will rub against the printhead.

• Clean surface of the bag in order to achieve 
maximum print quality

• Never pass the handle under the head

Ideal

Printable, but
risky

Not Printable



Our Way of Working
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• Direct contact with the manufacturer
All SMARTJET products are entirely designed and assembled in our factory in Fiorano Modenese, Modena. At 
SMARTJET we are committed to maintaining direct contact with our customers. We are aware that the value of our 
solutions is based on our ability to respond to the concrete needs of our customers.

• A technical partner
The strong know-how in the design of complex printing systems allows SMARTJET to meet even the most challenging 
printing requirements on the market. The Technical Team has specific expertise in the following fields: Management of 
inkjet printing systems based on piezoelectric printheads, Industrial automation, PLC and software programming, Fluid 
and thermal management of printing systems

• A unique partner
In addition to the design of high-performance inkjet printing systems, SMARTJET is able to supply the consumables 
needed for printing, spare parts for the system and a total-care maintenance service. SMARTJET is therefore a single 
partner for the supply of:

• In-house chemical laboratory
• Design and implementation of the single-pass inkjet printing system
• Inkjet consumables and service

• Industrial solutions
SMARTJET printing solutions are designed to meet the highest productivity and reliability requirements typical of 
industrial production lines. For this reason our solutions are entirely designed by the SMARTJET Technical Team in 
collaboration with our best Italian and international partners.



Consumables
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FLEX PIGMENT printing technology is based on HP 
Page Wide technology. SMARTJET resells official HP 
replacement products and consumables.
• Ink in cartridges of:

• Cyan: 238ml
• Magenta: 233ml
• Yellow: 225ml
• Black: 498ml

• Service Tray
This is a microfiber cloth that wraps itself 
automatically and is used to clean the print head. It 
is activated by the operator with the cleaning cycles 
in the maintenance menu. It is also automatically 
activated at the beginning of each batch of prints 
launched.

• Printhead
The 297mm HP Page Wide printhead has an estimated life of 30L of printed ink. This estimate indicates the amount of 
printed ink required to wear out the printhead nozzles, assuming even consumption of the entire printhead. Therefore, 
if a smaller width graphic is used printed and always in the same head position then it is possible that the nozzles in 
that print area will wear out with far less ink thrown than the 30L.



FAQ
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Q: What is the estimated printhead life? 
A: According to the printhead manufacturer it is 46L. Internally and in the calculation of the printing cost considered in 
the simulation phase we conservatively consider a lifetime of 30L. 

Q: Can FLEX PIGMENT calculate the copy cost of a single print? 
A: Yes, the software is able to calculate exactly the consumption and cost of each single print made. Furthermore, a 
specific function allows the operator to simulate the printing of a graphic by printing only one copy. 

Q: Can FLEX PIGMENT use white ink? 
A: No, FLEX is equipped exclusively with CMYK.

Q: Does the FLEX PIGMENT meet the criteria of the INDUSTRIA 4.0 programme? 
A: Yes, the machine is able to interact with the company's information system. Together with the machine SMARTJET 
issues a self-declaration of compliance with the requirements for the machine to be integrated into the customer's 
company information system. In order to actually benefit from the tax credit, the customer will have to self-declare the 
machine's compliance with INDUSTRIA 4.0 requirements on a special form.

Q: Is the printing water resistant? 
A: Yes, the inks are pigmented. This allows them to have a high resistance to water and sunlight.


